OFFERTE EURES PROVINCIA DI TORINO

Reclutamento ingegneri per la Germania a Torino

Eures della Provincia di Torino in collaborazione con lo ZAV (Zentrale Auslands- und Fachvermittlung) di Bonn promuove un reclutamento di ingegneri per aziende tedesche del settore automotive ed informatico.
La selezione avverrà il 23 ottobre 2014, previo screening dei curricula da parte di Eures Torino/ZAV.
I candidati idonei sosterranno il colloquio finale con i Responsabili delle Risorse Umane delle aziende tedesche a Torino.

Software Development Engineer/Test Engineer
Full-time position in Frankfurt/Main area

Description:
We are a successful engineering service provider supplying expert know-how and core competencies for the automobile and medical technology industries. Whether you have just graduated or have years of experience, our diverse range of customers offers opportunities for involvement in exciting and high-level projects.

Software Development Engineer
• Development and implementation of software
• Analysis and design of software to meet specific requirements
• Creation of software architecture in a team of experts
• Application of current development and testing methods
• Measurement and testing of embedded systems

Test Engineer
• Testing for us and our customers from the module through to the system level, setting test and specifications and cases
• Optimizing test strategies
• Analysis of requirements in team of experts
• Planning of specific test processes and support of test automatization

Our Requirements
• You graduated in the field of engineering, computer studies, mathematics or physics
• You are familiar with C, C++ programming
• You demonstrate a clear grasp of technical matters and analytical thought processes and can work in a team
• Ideally you have experience in micro-controller programming and/or embedded system development
• Experience with LabView would be an additional bonus

What You Can Look Forward To
We offer a harmonious work environment with mutual support, understanding and fairness, transparent communication and a flat reporting structure. As a member of our team you would receive an appropriate
salary package for a modern company and benefit from our regular staff get-togethers, such as canoe trips, special dinners and other exciting team events.

**Your Future with Us … is very important to us!**

We offer a secure position with many opportunities for self-advancement and the chance to contribute your own ideas to the team project.

Please send your application via email to:
incoming1@arbeitsagentur.de, Keyword: Turin – Tecmata and cc eures@provincia.torino.it

**DEADLINE:03/10/2014**

Germany
Mechatronics Technician (m/f) for refrigerated plant construction

**Business Activities**

As specialists in the manufacture of custom-made environmental simulation systems as well as climate, temperature and heating chambers, we plan, design and manufacture each system individually, according to our customers' requirements and needs. We provide the appropriate programme controllers, as well as the process-control software for the operation, evaluation, visualization and formula administration of each type of system.

Our company also offers a targeted and professional maintenance and repair service for environmental simulation systems, water chillers and air conditioners to reduce equipment downtime to a minimum. When it comes to systems repairs, our strengths are our know-how, flexibility and speed. We are also a much sought-after partner for the assembly and dismantling of new and used systems. Devices manufactured by our company are used in the automotive and automotive supplier industries, as well as the aerospace, photovoltaic, special glass technology and electrical industries.

**Job description:**

Site of operation Germany and European countries.

**Your business:**

- Manufacturing, maintenance and repair service of for environmental simulation systems (internal and at customer’s site)
- Commissioning of plant constructions
- Customer’s training on plant constructions

**Your specialization:**

- Education as mechatronics technician for refrigerated plant construction and/or comparable education
- Engagement, flexibility and capacity for teamwork

**Our offer:**

- open-ended employment, fixed salary, social benefit
- diversified and challenging field of activity
- motivated and involved team
If you are interested in a versatile career in a successful, growing company, we are looking forward to your application documents.

Please send your application via email to: incoming1@arbeitsagentur.de, Keyword: Turin – Schmid and cc to: eures@provincia.torino.it

DEADLINE: 03/10/2014

Germany

User Interface Developer

Required Skills:

- Implement functionality in HTML, XML, JavaScript, CSS, XSLT, Alloy UI, jQuery and using Ajax Frameworks like Dojo or JSON-RPC
- Elegantly implement page designs in standards-compliant XHTML and CSS
- Comfortable with writing homegrown code or using libraries like jQuery, DoJo
- Collaborate with the design team to define the information architecture, advocating web interaction design best practices with a focus on consistency and usability
- Create rapid prototypes/wireframes of interfaces to be used as a blueprint for content and technical development
- Manage the overall visual design for the application, including all branding and navigational elements
- Work closely with back-end developers to find ways to push the limits of existing web technology in service of creating the best possible user experience
- Not uncomfortable working in the context of a complex Java web application

Qualifications:

- Bachelor's degree and at least five years of Web development experience or equivalent
- Strong Web application design skills, including information architecture, interface design and visual design
- Strong Web development skills, including JavaScript, DHTML (HTML, CSS and JavaScript) and XML
- Working knowledge of industry standard visual design tools (Visio, Photoshop, Illustrator)
- Ability to understand and interpret existing site design and style guides to inform your work
- Excellent project management skills: self-directed and capable of working effectively in a highly kinetic environment
- Excellent communication skills: able to facilitate your own meetings as necessary, comfortable working with all levels of the organization

Experience in the following a plus:

- Liferay Theme Development & Server Management
- Command prompt and Shell script knowledge
Java and JSP Programming

Please send your application via email to: incoming1@arbeitsagentur.de, Keyword: Turin – Hexad III
and cc to: eures@provincia.torino.it

DEADLINE: 03/10/2014

Germany

Senior Liferay Consultant

Required Skills:

- Experience working in deeply technical projects on client sites
- At least a year of experience working as a technical team lead or in other client-facing situations
- Comfortable assisting in the systems architecture analysis & design of Liferay's portal software systems
- Able to develop web portal technology (study existing software & provide input on improvement of software)
- Analyze end user requirements, document solutions using computer technology
- Very good Java fundamentals and J2EE experience
- Experience with the full project lifecycle for technical implementations, including business requirements gathering, technical specifications, development, QA, and deployment to production
- Strong debugging skills and prior experience on maintenance projects
- A very good understanding of software and hardware performance and the ability to develop tuning measures for a high-traffic platform
- Good knowledge of object orientation (object-oriented design and object-oriented programming)
- Familiar with different development methodologies, including agile

Qualifications:

- Bachelor's degree and 6+ years of overall experience in Java/J2EE development
- At least 2+ years portal development experience, including JSR 168, 286 specification
- Working knowledge of frameworks such as Struts1.x/2.x, JSF & Spring MVC
- Working knowledge of ORM frameworks like Hibernate
- Working knowledge of HTML, XML, CSS, XSLT, JavaScript, AJAX & jQuery
- Working knowledge of Maven, Ant & SVN

Experience in the following a plus:

- Peculiarities of specific app servers, Tomcat, or specific databases
- Integrated Liferay with other open source products or proprietary products
Experience in continuous integration environment

Please send your application via email to: incoming1@arbeitsagentur.de, Keyword: Turin – Hexad II
and cc to: eures@provincia.torino.it
DEADLINE:03/10/2014

Germany
Software Developer
Java Developer/Liferay Developer/Portal Developer

We are looking for Software Engineers and Architects with deep experiences with Liferay or custom portal development for our office in Wolfsburg, Germany.

Experience in development on Java/J2EE technologies, JSR 168, 286, Liferay and open-source-technologies like ICE faces, JSF, Spring and Hibernate are preferred. Candidate should have proficient with Web services and XML processing, good knowledge of current internet technologies, software architectures and integrated development tools and frameworks such as Eclipse, Maven and SVN. Build Management experience is also welcome.

Candidate should be able to work independently and speak English fluently. Willingness to travel is also important.

Please send your application via email to: incoming1@arbeitsagentur.de, Keyword: Turin – Hexad I
and cc to: eures@provincia.torino.it
DEADLINE:03/10/2014

Germany
Release Manager/Engineer

Our development team is looking for a Release Engineer to work in our Volkswagen projects to facilitate the build and delivery of a portal project.

The work will be focused around source control, configuration management, IP management, builds, packaging, tool automation, and other aspects of configuration management for a large software code base for multiple markets.

Develops tools to build and conduct stability and performance testing/analysis on software projects. Requires expertise in software development, CI setup and build management.

Qualifications
Minimum qualifications: Bachelor's or Master's degree in Engineering, Computer Science, or related discipline, or the equivalent in training and experience, and
- 3+ years of experience doing configuration management for large code bases
- 3+ years of experience with SVN source control systems
- 3+ years of experience with Maven, Jenkins, Nexus and automated build mechanisms
• 3+ years of experience with Linux Bash scripting

Additional Preferred Qualifications:
• 1+ years of experience in java coding
• Experience with developing Liferay portal/portlets.
• Experience with Linux open source projects
• Experience with packaging tools such as RPM and archiving tools such as tar
• Experience with other scripting languages such as Python, Perl, unix scripts etc.
• Experience with developing and maintaining tools for automated install, setup for testing in software developer labs
• Understanding of Linux distribution packaging, Yum, Zypper, RPM dependencies, and packaging software to co-exist with Linux distributions
• Ability to read Linux user and kernel level code and do basic analysis of compilation time errors
• Experience with SVN, GIT and other source control systems

Job Category: Software Engineering
Primary Location: Braunschweig, Germany
Full/Part Time: Full Time
Job Type: Experienced
Regular/Temporary: Regular
Start Date: As soon as possible

Please send your application via email to: incoming1@arbeitsagentur.de, Keyword: Turin – Hexad VI
and cc to: eures@provincia.torino.it
DEADLINE: 03/10/2014

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+++ 11 Body in White Dimensional Quality Engineer. Jaguar Land Rover, UK

Department: The DMDVA team are responsible for leading the locator and Measurement point selection process ensuring a coordinated and aligned approach across Stampings and Body Construction driving the early foundations of effective Dimensional Management; utilising Dimensional Variation analysis, prove the Bill of design and Bill of process are compatible to deliver the vehicle dimensional and visual targets prior to FDJ and monitor the vehicle performance through deploying effective Dimensional data management systems.

Key Responsibilities:
• Deliver an optimised aligned locator strategy for BiW Panels and Assemblies to Stampings, Body Construction and appropriate suppliers through the use of JLRs locator standards and coordinating cross functional inputs.
• Deliver a comprehensive suite of Measurement point plans for BiW Panels and Assemblies to Stampings, Body Construction and appropriate suppliers driving effective use of JLRs selection standards and coordinating metrology launch activity.
• Deliver effective use of dimensional variation analysis to support the development and achievement of Vehicle Gap plan targets. Ensuring functional targets such as door seals, seat frame fit, and decking are dimensionally feasible.
• Deliver a dimensional data management system, capturing all measured data from CMM, inline measurement facilities, hand held devices and provide user interface to support dimensional maturation and problem solving for Stamping and Body construction through launch and production operations, all Manufacturing Plants, all models.
**Requirement:**
Experience
BiW metrology
Tooling and fixture design
Body Construction or Final Assembly Manufacturing Engineering
Coordination of multifunctional teams
English minimum level B1

**Type of contract**
Permanent, full time. Gross annual GBP 30,000 - 45,000 (Euro 36,000 - 55,000 )
Relocation assistant granted

**How To candidate:**
It is possible to apply on the web portal www.cliclavoro.it

**Deadline** 30/09/2014